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 This issue of Torah Tidbits YATZA LA-OR,
came out into the light (hit the stands) on Wednesday, December 20th
(if all went according to schedule). On the Hebrew calendar, it was the
8th day of Chanuka - this year, the 2nd of Tevet. In a fraction less than
3 out of 4 years, this is so. In a fraction more than 1 of 4 years, the last
day of Chanuka is the 3rd of Tevet. This is so because Kislev can have
30 days, or, less frequently (same numbers as above), only 29 days.
First op for KL this month is Thursday night, Dec. 21st, according to Minhag
Yerushalayim, and Monday night, Dec. 25th, according to the 7-day rule.

PPexplanations on p.50
and on www.ttidbits.com

click on PP+ or PPxParshaPPPPPiiiiixxxxx



Candles VAYIGASH Havdala V ay chi

4:05 Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim 5:21 4:09 5:25

4:23 Aza area (Netivot, S'deirot, et al) 5:24 4:27 5:28

4:20 Beit Shemesh / RBS 5:22 4:25 5:26

4:20 Gush Etzion 5:21 4:24 5:25

4:20 Raanana / Tel Mond / Herzliya / Kfar Saba 5:21 4:24 5:26

4:20 Modi'in / Chashmona'im 5:21 4:24 5:25

4:20 Netanya 5:21 4:24 5:25

4:20 Be'er Sheva / Otniel 5:23 4:25 5:28

4:21 Rehovot 5:22 4:25 5:26

4:05 Petach Tikva 5:21 4:09 5:26

4:19 Ginot Shomron 5:20 4:23 5:25

4:08 Haifa / Zichron 5:20 4:13 5:24

4:18 Gush Shiloh 5:20 4:23 5:24

4:21 Tel Aviv / Giv'at Sh'muel 5:22 4:25 5:26

4:19 Giv'at Ze'ev 5:21 4:24 5:25

4:21 Chevron / Kiryat Arba 5:22 4:25 5:26

4:22 Ashkelon 5:24 4:27 5:28

4:21 Yad Binyamin 5:22 4:25 5:26

4:06 Tzfat / Bik'at HaYarden 5:17 4:10 5:22

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 5:55pm         Next week: 5:58pm
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  L'SHANA HABAA BIRUSHALAYIM HAB'NUYA
ADAR is a happy month; so is NISAN. In
fact, Rashi holds that "When Adar
enters, joy increases", is because Adar is
followed by Nisan; because the Geula
of Purim is followed a month later by
the Geula of Pesach.
As Av enters, our joy diminishes.
Tammuz in which the Three Weeks of
mourning the Beit HaMikdash begin,
joins Av with an overall down feeling.
(True, the Nechama replaces the
mourning only after a third of Av, but
still...)
Tishrei is definitely up. Serious at the
beginning (by with a spiritual joy of
sorts), very joyous from the midpoint. 
Even though Chanuka is at the end of
Kislev, the month is definitely upbeat in
anticipation of the beloved holiday on
its way.
Even though we haven't finished the
whole survey of the months, enough
has been said to move on to the point.
TEVET's first two or three days are joy-
ous. The Chanuka glow (pun intended)
continues for a while longer - until we
are facing ASARA B'TEVET, the first of
the fast days that mourn the Churban.
(Even though Tzom Gedaliya would be
the first if we count from Tishrei, and 17
Tammuz would be the first if we count
from Nisan, ASARA B'TEVET is where/
when it started. The beginning of the
siege around Jerusalem leading to the
destruction of the first Beit HaMikdash.
Then comes 17 Tammuz and 9 Av, and
finally, Tzom Gedaliya that completes
the foursome of fasts.
If one does more than just light the

Chanukiya and eat sufganiot on
Chanuka, and if one does more than
just abstain from eating on drinking on
a fast day - then the closeness of each
kind of day, the Tevet combination,
gives us serious pause for thought.

Chanuka is not just a story of victories
and miracles that happened a long
time ago. Chanuka is about the restora-
tion of learning Torah, practice of
Mitzvot, AND Avoda of the Beit HaMik-
dash. One really celebrates Chanuka if
one really loves Torah and Mitzvot and
if one genuinely longs for the building
of the Beit HaMikdash and everything
that goes with it. (Not that fellow Jews
who aren't particularly into Torah &
Mitzvot and Sanhedrin and Mikdash,
don't celebrate Chanuka with enthu-
siasm - they do. But not necessarily in a
thinking way.)

Expressing our prayers and hopes of
Next Year in Jerusalem - and more to
the point, Next Year in Rebuilt
Jerusalem - doesn't necessarily mean
that we all mean what we say and sing.
Officially, L'SHANA HABAA is part of the
Pesach Seder and of Ne'ila of Yom
Kippur. But it would be just as appro-
priate for Chanuka and Asara b'Tevet. 

Chanuka's joy turns bittersweet as
Chanuka ends and 10 Tevet approaches
- because we realize that the Beit
HaMikdash so lovingly restored was
subsequently destroyed and the years
from the Chanuka story until Churban
Bayit Sheni were far from idyllic.
Celebrating and mourning go with
genuine yearning for the Geula.
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In loving memory of
Joe Polansky l"f

l"f dnly awri x"a xi`n sqei l`xyi
on his 6th yahrzeit

11 Tevet

jexa exkf idi

Rozanne Polansky and family You can complain because roses have thorns, or you
can be grateful that thorn bushes have roses. (Ziggy)

Vayigash
11th of 54 sedras; 
11th of 12 in B'reishit

Written on 178.07 lines (ranks 34th)

Vayigash is composed of 3 parshiyot, all
closed, one VERY closed. Actually,
Vayigash has only 2.89 parshiot; it ends
after 34 p'sukim of a 38-pasuk parsha;
Vayigash is the only sedra that does not
end with a parsha break. (This shows up in
a printed Chumash by there not being a
PEI-PEI-PEI or SAMACH-SAMACH-SAMACH
between Vayigash and Vaychi.)

106 p'sukim - ranks 28th; tied with To'l'dot
and Bo. It is much smaller than Bo, a bit
larger than To'l'dot

1480 words (30th); 5680 letters (29th)

9th (of 12) in B'reishit in all 3 categories

No mitzvot are counted from Vayigash.
One of 17 sedras without mitzvot.

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate start
of a parsha p'tucha or s'tuma. X:Y is
Perek:Pasuk of the beginning of the
parsha; (Z) is the number of p'sukim in the
parsha.

Kohen - First Aliya 
13 p'sukim - 44:18-30
[S> 44:18 (52)] The sedra begins with
the dramatic confrontation between
Yehuda and Yosef. Yehuda risks his
life when he approaches the "Egyptian
leader" in an attempt to save Binyamin.
The first Aliya ends with the
emotion-filled description by Yehuda
of the feelings between Yaakov and
Binyamin - V'nafsho k'shura v'nafsho,
and his soul is bound with his soul.

 Yehuda confronted the as-
yet-unrevealed Yosef as an equal. It can
be said, that whenever one approaches
a confrontational situa- tion, it is best to
think in terms of facing one's adversary
on equal footing. Thinking oneself
inferior will often create a self-fulfilling
dis- advantage. One will tend not to
fight with sufficient confidence
because of the expectation of defeat.
Feeling superior to one's adversary will
often lead to over- confidence.
Remember not to under-estimate your
enemy... or yourself.

THE TORAH NOTES on the opening
words of the sedra explain what was
going on. KADMA V'AZLA R'VI'I,
ZARKA MUNACH SEGOL (see top row
of the PP p.2). The 4th (son) went
forward (to confront Yosef), because he
had thrown away his place among the
Chosen (Nation) (by guaranteeing the
safe return of Binyamin) - attributed to
the GR"A
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In memory & p"rl of my father

Sidney Engel l"f
l"f miig sqei oa ryedi

on his 26th yahrzeit, 8 Tevet
May his memory inspire Chessed & Tzedaka

- Yonah Engel

 The Alshich asks: At the end of
Parshat Mikeitz, Yehuda is completely
resigned to his (and his brothers') fate.
The Egyptian ruler has accused them of
stealing his special chalice. Yehuda
offers that the one in whose possession
the cup is found shall be put to death
and that the others would be slaves.
When the cup is "found" in Binyamin's
possession, Yehuda meekly submits (to
the slavery suggestion). Yosef (as yet
unrevealed) nobly refuses Yehuda's
offer and announces that he will take
only the "culprit" as a slave - the rest are
free to return in peace to their father.
That is the "cliff-hanger" ending of
Mikeitz. At the beginning of Vayigash,
Yehuda changes from the lamb
awaiting slaughter, to the lion - which
becomes the hallmark of his tribe,
risking his life in his confrontation with
the enigmatic Egyptian leader. What
caused the change in Yehuda's
demeanor? The Alshich answers
brilliantly: As long as Yehuda expected
all the brothers to be enslaved, he
viewed the events as G-d's punishment
for the sale of Yosef. This he could and
would accept. When it turned out that
only Binyamin would be enslaved - the
only one not involved in Mechirat
Yosef, Yehuda realized that this was not
punishment for what they had done.

Now his protective instincts and his
promise to Yaakov take over. Yehuda
boldly faces this "Egyptian" at the
beginning of Vayigash and is prepared
to risk all to save Binyamin.

Yosef heard his father referred to as
"your servant - my father" ten times (5
from Yehuda and another 5 from the
interpreter) and he did not object
and/or reveal his identity to prevent the
humiliation of his father. For this,
commentators say, Yosef lost 10 years
of life and died at 110, younger than
any of his brothers.

 Chassdic masters see a "layer of
messages" for us beneath the wording
of Yehuda's plea. "...and (if) he leaves
his father, he will die." If a person
abandons his Father (G-d), forsakes the
Torah, then he will die a spiritual death.

Ever notice that when Yosef inter-
rogated the Brothers, he asked them if
they had a father or brother. Not if they
had a mother. Baal HaTurim says it was
because he knew that their (and his)
mother had already died. Let's call this
even a subconscious omission. The
Torah tells us of Rachel's passing.
According to Tradition, Leah died about
six years after Rachel did. By the time of
the sale of Yosef, both were long gone.
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Here's a thought... When they were
younger, and when they perceived that
Yaakov loved Yosef above all, the
brothers were dangerously jealous.
Here, Yehuda speaks of the special love
bond between Yaakov and Binyamin,
and does not seem to be jealous, but
rather protective (and fond) of the
other son of Rachel - Yehuda's mother's
rival. T'shuva? Maturity?

Levi - Second Aliya 
11 p'sukim - 44:31-45:7
Yehuda tells Yosef that Yaakov is
likely to die if the brothers return
without Binyamin. He adds that he has
personally guaranteed Binyamin's
return and "how can I return to my
father without the lad..." 

Remember that Yehuda had previously
returned to his father without the other
lad, Yosef. The current situation with
Binyamin is Yehuda's opportunity for
complete repentance for what he had
done to Yosef.

Yosef cannot contain himself any
longer and orders the room cleared of
all "outsiders". He bursts with emotion
and announces to his dumb-struck
brothers that he is Yosef. Imme-
diately, Yosef asks, "Is my father still
alive?" Yosef repeats his shocking
revelation, with details, so the brothers
will believe what they are hearing. He
then admonishes them not to be angry
with each other, since it was G-d's plan
that he should be properly positioned
to save his family from the famine.
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 Torah T'mima (the original TT)
brings the Gemara in Chagiga in the
name of Rabbi Elazar who makes the
following powerful observation: If the
children of Israel were not able to
respond to Yosef's short statement of
reproach, imagine how much more so
it will be difficult for us to respond to
G-d's reproach for the myriad wrong-
doings as individuals and as a com-
munity.

PONDER THIS The sale of Yosef was a
monstrous sin, regardless of how G-d
planned things to turn out (and
regardless of Yosef's calming words to
his brothers). The Midrash says: G-d
said to the People of Israel - You sold
your brother into slavery. I swear by
your lives that every year you will
say, AVADIM HAYINU L'FAR'O B'MITZ-
RAYIM, we were slaves to Par'o in
Egypt.

 When Yosef finally reveals
himself to his brothers, he makes a
compound statement: "I am Yosef - Is
my father still alive?" Many
commentaries ask why Yosef asks that
question in this way and at this
dramatic moment - especially since he
has been hearing about Yaakov from
the brothers all along. 

Some see in it a short but powerful
reproach to the brothers, as if to say, "is

it possible that my father can still be
alive after what you've put him
through?" If this is indeed the meaning
of his question, then Yosef too must
bear some of the burden and shame,
since he also caused Yaakov suffering
by not having communicated with him
that he was alive during his years as
prime minister in Egypt. (Although
there are various reasons given in the
sources as to why Yosef did not inform
Yaakov of his well-being, it is difficult
not to throw some criticism in Yosef's
direction.)

Another interpretation suggests that
Yosef might have assumed that his
brothers had been lying to him about
their father. They might have told him
that Yaakov was alive to elicit
sympathy, but he might have been
dead. Therefore, now that he has told
his brothers who he really is, Yosef asks
the most important question on his
mind - Is my father really still alive?

Shlishi - Third Aliya 
20 p'sukim - 45:8-27
Yosef again tells the brothers that it
wasn't they who sent him to Egypt, but
rather it was G-d. He then sends them
to bring their father down to Egypt (to
Goshen) where the family will be well-
cared for during the remaining years
of the famine. The brothers embrace
and cry. Only then are the brothers
able to talk to Yosef.

Meanwhile, Par'o becomes aware of
the reunion and offers his generous
hospitality to the family. Yosef gives
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his brothers clothing, but gives
Binyamin even more (specifically, 5
sets of clothing and 300 silver pieces).

Observation... Notice that once again a
son of Rachel is being favored by being
given a special garment. The first time,
the results were disastrous for Yosef
and his brothers. Why would Yosef
even consider doing this?

The "solution" to the problem of the
brothers is not reached by avoiding
difficult situations. If there is true
repentance, then the brothers can be
given the exact circumstances to show
their change of heart. Seeing things in a
proper perspective, the extra gifts to
Binyamin do not evoke the jealousy of
the brothers; they have repented. (On
the other hand, we know of nothing
Binyamin did to cause jealousy or
hatred.) Be careful in applying this
lesson...

This same idea can be seen in Vaychi.
Yaakov favors Efrayim over Menashe.
This time, Yosef gets very upset. Again
we can say that the idea is not to avoid
anything that would make one brother
jealous, the other arrogant. Menashe
and Efrayim showed praiseworthy
characteristics in the way they handled
their different statuses. This is one of
the reasons that we bless our sons,
"may G-d make you like Efrayim and
like Menashe..."

A parent has two tasks in this respect.
First, he/she should try to avoid situa-
tions that create unhealthy jealousy
among the children. Second, a parent
must educate his/her children to deal
with those situations that do arise that
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can cause bad feelings between
siblings.

Yosef sends his brothers back to
Yaakov with wagons (which is a
personal coded message between son
and father based on the topic they
were studying at the time of the Sale
of Yosef) and gifts. The brothers tell
Yaakov all that has happened. He
refuses to believe that Yosef is really
alive, until he sees the wagons.
Yaakov's spirit is revived.

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya 
8 p'sukim - 45:28-46:7
Yaakov tells his sons to hurry with
their preparations so that he can get to
see Yosef before he (Yaakov) dies. On
the way to Egypt, they stop at Be'er
Sheva where Yaakov offers sacrifices
to G-d. G-d appears to him and assures
him that He will protect him and
accompany him on his sojourn. The
family continues its trip and arrives in
Goshen.

Rashi points out that G-d promised that
Yaakov would be brought back to Eretz
Yisrael for burial. The promise of
becoming a great nation was not
enough to calm Yaakov.

 In explanation of why Yosef

never communicated with his father in
all the years of separation, one
commentary suggests that had Yaakov
known about the sale of Yosef, he
would have considered his sons in
violation of the Torah's prohibition
against kidnapping. Therefore, Yosef
did not tell his father what had
happened. There are other explana-
tions, as well. (see also p.57-59)

Chamishi 5th Aliya
20 p'sukim - 46:8-27
[S> 46:8 (20)] The Torah now lists the
names of the "70 souls" (including
Yosef and his sons) who went down to
Egypt with Yaakov. (The seed is
planted; the harvest many years hence
will be the Nation of Israel.)

The 70 Souls...
Note the atypical mention (and
counting) of female offspring - Yaakov's
daughter Dina (from Leah) and Serach
bat Asher. Tradition attributes to Serach
great longevity - she was the oldest
person to leave Egypt, making her an
eyewitness to the entire Egyptian
experience. (Perhaps Yocheved too.)

Notice the label of B'CHOR (firstborn)
for Reuven, here and in other places in
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In loving memory of
Miriam Korenstein d"r
d"r aewri l`eny za mixn

on her 2nd yahrzeit, zah 'd

Greatly missed by her family
and all who knew her

May the learning from this
issue of TT be dznyp ielrl

the Torah. Although Levi, Yehuda, and
Yosef each ended up with a "feature"
that we would identify with the
firstborn, these roles being taken away
from Reuven because of his short-com-
ings, he nonetheless is repeatedly
identified as Yaakov's B'CHOR.

Reuven (1) and his sons Chanoch (2),
Palu (3), Chetzron (4), Carmi (5);

Shimon (6) and his sons Y'mu'el (7),
Yamin (8), Ohad (9), Yachin (10),
Tzochar (11), Shaul (12); (Rashi says
that Shaul was Dina's child from
Sh'chem, raised by Shimon as his own;
on the other hand, some say that Dina
had a girl who was raised by Potifar and
his wife - A-S'NAT);

Levi (13) and his sons Gershon (14),
K'hat (15), M'rari (16);

Yehuda (17) and his sons Eir and Onan
(both of whom who died in Canaan, but
are mentioned here, though not
counted among the 70), Sheila (18),
Peretz (19), Zerach (20), and Peretz's
sons Chetzron (21), Chamul (22);

Yissachar (23) and his sons Tola (24),
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Dr. Samuel Abramson
is delighted to announce

that his son,
Dr. Ari Abramson

has joined his dental practice|
where they will be working together.

Our office hours will be expanded
and the service and quality to which
you have become accustomed will
continue for many years to come.
Call us to make an appointment
at attractive introductory rates.

Tel: 02-6234679
13 Keren Hayesod St. Jerusalem

office@jerusalemdentist.com

In Memory of our beloved
mother, grandmother and

great-grandmother
Jeannette (Yaffa) Halpern d"r

on her 20th Yahrzeit, 5 Tevet
We miss you very much

The Aranoff, Avda and Schwartz Families

Puva (25), Yov (26), Shimron (27);

Z'vulun (28) and his sons Sered (29),
Eilon (30), Yachl'eil (31);

These are Leah's children plus Dina
(32). 

The Torah says the total from Leah is
33. Rashi says that the 33rd of Leah's
"children" is Yocheved (33), daughter
of Levi, who was born as they entered
Egypt (or conceived in Eretz Yisrael and
born in Egypt, hence, "brought down"
to Egypt). That's 33 souls from Leah.

Gad (34) and his sons Tzifyon (35),
Chagi (36), Shuni (37), Etzbon (38), Eiri
(39), Arodi (40), Areili (41);

Asher (42) and his children Yimna (43),
Yishva (44), Yishvi (45), B'ri'a (46), their
sister Serach (47), and the sons of B'ri'a,
Chever (48) and Malki'el (49);

The souls from Zilpa are 16.

Yosef (50) and Binyamin (51); Yosef's
sons who were born in Egypt (they are
nonetheless included in the 70 Souls)
from A-s'nat - Menashe (52) and
Efrayim (53);

Binyamin's sons Bela (54), Becher (55),
Ashbel (56), Geira (57), Naaman (58),
Eichi (59), Rosh (60), Mupim (61),
Chupim (62), Ard (63)

Souls from Rachel are 14.

Dan (64) and his son(s) Chushim (65);
Dan's one son is identified with B'NEI,
plural. The Gemara explains the use of
the plural as a glimpse into the future
of a large tribe that descended from
Dan.

Naftali (66) and his sons Yachtz'eil (67),
Guni (68), Yeitzer (69), Shileim (70).

Souls from Bilha are 7.

66 went down to Egypt (actually 67
counting Yocheved) and Yosef and his
sons who were already in Egypt,
bringing the total - not counting
daughters-in-law - to 70.

Remember that the "whole world" that
came from No'ach was 70 (nations). We
now find the same number in Yaakov's
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descendants. Their 70 became the
Nations of the World. Our 70 souls
multiply to become the Jewish People,
AM YISRAEL.

Another possibility for the "missing"
person: Count Yaakov among the 70
souls and not Yocheved. Total is still 70
with all the names actually mentioned
in the text. (But then Yaakov would be
part of the Leah sub-total, which
doesn't work too well, unless we put
him there with the majority of his
offspring.)

Shishi - Sixth Aliya 
17 p'sukim - 46:28-47:10
[S> 46:28 (34)] Yaakov sends Yehuda
ahead, to complete preparations for

the family's descent to Egypt. Yosef
sends a royal chariot for his father. 

When Yaakov and Yosef meet, Yosef
embraces Yaakov and cries. 

Yosef then prepares (some of) his
brothers to meet Par'o. It is a sensitive
issue because Yaakov and family are
shepherds (and sheep are deified by
Egypt). Yosef presents his father and
five brothers to Par'o. Par'o again
offers the best of the land to Yosef's
family. Par'o asks Yaakov how old he
is. Yaakov says that he has lived 130
bitter years and that he does not
expect to live as long as his father or
grandfather. Yaakov blesses Par'o
(having done so when first presented
to Par'o - Rashi says that these were
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courtesy greetings to royalty) and
Yaakov takes his leave.

Rashi brings a Midrash that says that
Yaakov's bracha to Par'o was that the
Nile should rise above its banks when
he approaches it. And so it was, from
then on.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya
17 p'sukim - 47:11-27
Yosef sets up his family with the best
the land has to offer. Mean- while, the
famine intensifies in Egypt. Yosef
carefully controls the food supplies
and before long has amassed for Par'o
all the wealth, possessions and land
(except for that of the clergy) of the
people. Finally, the peoples of Egypt
become slaves to Par'o in exchange for
sustenance. Yaakov's family flourishes
greatly.

As mentioned earlier, this is the only
sedra that does not end with a parsha
break. The significance of this is
explained by the commen- taries of the
opening pasuk of next week's sedra. 

3 p'sukim are reread for Maftir.

Haftara 14 p'sukim
Yechezkeil 37:15-28
The antagonism in the beginning of
Parshat Vayigash between Yehuda and
Yosef is the fore-runner of the split of
the Jewish People into the kingdoms of
Judah and Israel (represented by
Efrayim, Yosef's son). In this portion
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from the Prophets, G-d tells Yechezkeil
to take two sticks - one marked for
Yehuda and one for Yosef/Efrayim -
and hold them together until they
merge into one. When the people ask
the meaning of this, the prophet is to
tell them about the reunification of the
tribes. This reconciliation, which is
also the theme of the sedra, will
produce the One Nation that will once
again be the "dwelling place" of G-d.
WE will know that, as will the nations
of the world. As happy as is the
reconciliation of the brothers in the
sedra, both the sedra and haftara
remind us of rough times to come,
throughout Jewish History. The "pot of
gold" is at the end of the perverbial
rainbow, the time of the Complete

Geula, when the people will be united,
the people will all keep Torah and
mitzvot, the people will return to Eretz
Yisrael from the far-flung places of
their dispersion, and the Beit HaMik-
dash will stand in Jerusalem forever,
`"aa.

This week's haftara is a selection taken
from the latter part of perek 37 in the
Book of Yechezkel. This chapter opens
with the well-known prophetic vision
of the valley of the dry bones, while
our haftara makes up the continuation
of that chapter. But, whereas the first
part of the perek relates Hashem's
promise to "bring the dry bones back
to life", that is, to infuse           cont. p.67
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In this week's Parsha, Yehuda pleads for the
life of Binyamin in one of the most moving
speeches recorded in Tanach. Let us see,
however, how many times he refers to
himself or to Yaakov, his father, or to his
brothers, as the servant(s) of Yosef. A
careful count of the soliloquy reveals that
this term "servant" appears no less than
twelve times! 

Now, this is not the first time that the
brothers referred to themselves in front of
Yosef as servants. Indeed, when they first
approached the Egyptian viceroy - their
brother who accused them of spying - it is
recorded that, "They replied: 'We, your
servants, are brothers…'" (B'reishit 42:13). So,
perhaps, this was the natural way to
address a viceroy in that land at that time,
where slavery was an accepted norm. Or
perhaps, Yehuda, in particular, recognized
that the divine design that Avraham's
descendants would be slaves in a foreign
land was coming to pass, and thus this
self-assigned slave status was but a
corroboration of this unfolding destiny.  

But Yehuda now perceived Yosef otherwise,
as the villain in the plot, and he needed to
contest Yosef's decision to take Binyamin as
a servant for his so-called crime of stealing
the Egyptian ruler's goblet. And although
Yehuda succeeded in his desperate mission,
he was not to know that Yosef, the Tzaddik,
did not approve of slavery in the first place,
that Yosef's tactic was but to elicit remorse
from the brothers. For when the Egyptian
people declared their readiness to be serfs
to Yosef (47:25), Yosef yet ignored that
gesture. 
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The First
Psychotherapist
The phrase "Jewish thinker" may mean
two very different things. It may mean a
thinker who just happens to be Jewish
by birth or descent - a Jewish physicist,
for example - or it may refer to some-
one who has contributed specifically to
Jewish thought: like Yehuda HaLevi or
the Rambam.

The interesting question is: is there a
third kind of Jewish thinker, one who
contributes to the universe of knowl-
edge, but does so in a recognisably
Jewish way? The answer to this is never
straightforward, yet we instinctively
feel that there is such a thing. To give
an analogy: there is often something
recognisably Jewish about a certain
kind of humour. Ruth Wisse has
interesting things to say about it in her
book, No Joke. So does Peter Berger in
his Redeeming Laughter. Humour is
universal, but it speaks in different
accents in different cultures.

I believe that something similar applies
to psychoanalysis and psychotherapy.
So many of the early practitioners of
psychoanalysis, with the marked excep-
tion of Jung, were Jewish that it
became known in Nazi Germany as the
"Jewish science". I have argued -
though my views on this have been
challenged - to the contrary, that by
taking the Greek myth of Oedipus as
one of his key models, Freud developed
a tragic view of the human condition
that is more Hellenistic than Jewish. 

By contrast, three of the most signifi-
cant post-war psychotherapists were
not merely Jewish by birth but
profoundly Jewish in their approach to
the human soul. Viktor Frankl, a
survivor of Auschwitz, developed on
the basis of his experiences there, an
approach he called Logotherapy, based
on "man's search for meaning". Though
the Nazis took away almost every
vestige of humanity from those they
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consigned to the death factories, Frankl
argued that there was one thing they
could never take away from their
prisoners: the freedom to decide how
to respond.

Aaron T. Beck was one of the founders
of what is widely regarded as the most
effective forms of psychotherapy:
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy. Among
patients suffering from depression, he
found that their feelings were often
linked to highly negative thoughts
about themselves, the world and the
future. By getting them to think more
realistically, he found that their mood
tended to improve.

Martin Seligman is the founder of
Positive Psychology, which aims not
just to treat depression but actively to
promote what he calls "authentic
happiness" and "learned optimism".
Depression, Seligman argued, is often
linked to pessimism, which comes from
interpreting events in a particular kind
of way that he calls "learned helpless-
ness". Pessimists tend to see misfortune
as permanent ("It's always like this."),
personal ("It's my fault.") and pervasive
("I always get things wrong."). This
leaves them feeling that the bad they
suffer is inevitable and beyond their
control. Optimists look at things
differently. For them, negative events
are temporary, the result of outside
factors, and exceptions rather than the
rule. So, within limits,  you can unlearn

pessimism, and the result is greater
happiness, health and success.

What links all three thinkers is their
belief that (1) there is always more than
one possible interpretation of what
happens to us, (2) we can choose
between different interpretations and
(3) the way we think shapes the way we
feel. This gives all three a marked
resemblance to a particular kind of
Jewish thought, namely Chabad
Chassidut, as developed by the first
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Shneur
Zalman of Liady (1745-1812). The word
Chabad stands for the initial letters of
the three intellectual virtues, chochma,
bina and da'at, "wisdom, understand-
ing and knowledge", which influence
the more emotional attributes of
chessed, gevura and tiferet, "kindness,
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self-restraint and beauty or emotional
balance". Unlike the other Chassidic
movements, which emphasized the
emotional life, Chabad Chassidism
focused on the power of the intellect to
shape emotion. It was, in its way, an
anticipation of cognitive behavioural
therapy.

Its origins, however, lie far earlier. Last
week I argued that Yosef was the first
economist. This week I want to suggest
that he was the first cognitive therapist.
He was the first to understand the
concept of reframing, that is, seeing the
negative events of his life in a new way,
thereby liberating himself from
depression and learned helplessness.

The moment at which he does so
comes when, moved by Yehuda's
passionate plea to let Binyamin return
home to their father Yaakov, he finally
reveals himself to his brothers:

"I am your brother Yosef, whom you
sold into Egypt. And now, do not be
distressed and do not be angry with
yourselves for selling me here, because
it was to save lives that God sent me
ahead of you. For two years now there
has been famine in the land, and for the
next five years there will be no plowing
and reaping. But God sent me ahead of
you to preserve for you a remnant on
earth and to save your lives by a great
deliverance. So then, it was not you
who sent me here, but God."

Note what Yosef is doing here. He is
reframing events so that the brothers
will not have to live under an
unbearable burden of guilt for having
sold Yosef as a slave and deceived their
father, causing him years of undimin-
ished grief. But he is only able to do so
for them because he has already done
so for himself. When it happened, we
cannot be sure. Was Yosef aware, all
along, that the many blows of misfor-
tune he suffered were all part of a
divine plan, or did he only realize this
when he was taken from prison to
interpret Pharaoh's dreams, and then
made Viceroy of Egypt?

The text is silent on this point, but it is
suggestive. More than any other
character in the Torah, Yosef attributes
all his achievements to God. This allows
him to do what, in secular terms, Frankl,
Beck and Seligman would all have
advised him to do if he had been one of
their patients: think of a mission he was
being called on to fulfill (Frankl),
reinterpret misfortune as possibility
(Beck) and see the positive elements of
his situation (Seligman). Not only was
Yosef freed from a physical prison; he
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freed himself from an emotional prison,
namely resentment toward his
brothers. He now saw his life not in
terms of a family drama of sibling
rivalry, but as part of a larger
movement of history as shaped by
Divine providence.

That is what makes me think that the
work of Frankl, Beck and Seligman is
Jewish in a way that Freudian psycho-
analysis is not. At the heart of Judaism
is the idea of human freedom. We are
not prisoners of events but active
shapers of them. To be sure, we may be
influenced by unconscious drives, as
Freud thought, but we can rise above
them by "habits of the heart" that hone
and refine our personality. 

Yosef's life shows that we can defeat
tragedy by our ability to see our life not
just as a sequence of unfair events
inflicted on us by others, but also as a
series of divinely intended moves, each
of which brings us closer to a situation
in which we can do what God wants us
to do.

We can't all be Yosef, but thanks to R.
Shneur Zalman of Liady in spiritual
terms, and to Frankl, Beck and Seligman
in secular ones, we can learn what it is
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to change the way we feel by changing
the way we think, and the best way of
doing so is to ask, "What does this bad
experience enable me to do that I could
not have done otherwise?" That can be
life-transforming. ;

From the Abravanel Jacob Solomon

In Yosef's revealing his true identity to
his brothers after twenty-two years of
separation:

"I am your brother Yosef, whom you
sold into Egypt! And now, do not be
distressed and do not be angry with
yourselves for selling me here, for
G-d sent me ahead of you to save
lives… It was not you that sent me
here, but G-d…" (45:4-8)

This passage seems to reflect
strangely on Yosef. His words appear
to be chanifut - flattery, the sin of
praising a person for doing wrong.
The brothers did sell him to Egypt.
The brothers need not have sold him
or even harmed him. They had free
choice in the matter. How could Yosef
say: "It was not you, but G-d"?
According to that logic, anyone could
justify behavior harming another
person with "the evil I did to you was a
favor in disguise: I put you into G-d's
overall plan."

Abravanel, drawing on his own
experiences of service to the royal
courts of five different countries,
places emphasis on "The heart of
king is in the hands of G-d. As
streams of water, He directs it
wherever He wishes" (Mishlei 21:1).
By merit of their power and position,
kings and ruling authorities can be
G-d's agents. Within G-d's plans, they
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may serve crucial, pivotal roles that
have far-reaching consequences.
Indeed, that is something that
Abravanel may well have had in mind
when his personal appeal to Queen
Isabella failed to rescind the decree of
the 1492 expulsion of the Jews from
Spain. 

Yosef's brothers were neither kings
nor rulers. But they held principal
positions at the apex of a long painful
process spanning generations where-
by their descendants, the Israelites,
would transition into G-d's "kingdom
of kohanim and a holy nation" (Sh'mot
19:6). As individuals whose tribal
descendants would bear their name,
they could be seen in similar lights as
kings and rulers. 
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The brothers had felt growing hatred
towards Yosef because of his dreams
and his ways of interacting with them.
It was that state of mind that gave G-d
the opening to move the hearts of the
brothers to selling Yosef into slavery.
Abravanel translates Yosef's words:
"Do not be distressed because you
sold me": the selling was G-d's work.
The mechanism was "the heart of the
king is in the hands of G-d." 

Yosef mentioned only the sale. He did
not refer to the hatred behind it.
Abravanel suggests that it was for that
reason that he immediately told his
brothers to settle in Goshen (45:10):
nearby, but not near enough for
possible resurgences of jealousy to
threaten his work and his position in
Egypt… n

Yaakov's 12 Sons
- Star Power Plus!

by Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher
Dean of Students, Diaspora Yeshiva

Yosef had a dream about himself and
his brothers. "And he dreamed another
dream, and told it to his brothers, and
said, I have dreamed that the sun, the
moon, and 11 stars bowed down to me"
(B'reishit 37:9). One of the meanings of
Yosef's dream is that the Jewish People
are All Stars. Perhaps that is why Jews
invented Hollywood. (Pun Intended)

In Jewish astrology, G-d channels His
life force into our world through the
Heavenly Stars. Yaakov's sons, who
are the ancestors of the 12 Tribes of
Israel, are actually 12 different soul
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routes from which the Jewish Nation
descends. These 12 Souls of Yaakov's
sons correspond to the 12 signs of the
Zodiac and the 12 Hebrew months. The
month in which we were born indicates
a hidden strength that we can develop,
and a weakness that we can overcome.
We can refine our weakness by using
the cycle of the 12 Hebrew Months.

According to the Talmud, everyone has
a particular star (Mazal) which is his
benefactor (Shabbat 53). Mazal does
not mean luck. The word comes from
Nozeil, which means the heavenly flow
or karma of each person.

A number of Talmudic Sages held the
view that the power and influence
which stars have over human beings,
does not extend to Israel. Thus, Rabbi
Yochanan said, "Israel is immune from

the flow and of the 'influence' of the
constellations". (EIN MAZAL L'YIS-
RAEL, Shabbat 156a).

On the other hand, Rava said, "Length
of days, children, and finances DO
depend upon destiny-MAZAL"
(Talmud Moed Katan 28a). But we can
rise above our MAZAL-Destiny
through our T'shuva and good deeds.
By observing Mitzvot, we enter into a
higher realm of existence and bypass
the Star Power over us.

Why do the stars form an important
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Parsha Points to Ponder
by Rabbi Dov Lipman

VAYIGASH
B Why did Yehuda tell Yosef that
Yaakov said MY WIFE GAVE BIRTH
TO TWO CHILDREN (44:27)?
Wouldn't Yosef question this given
that there were clearly many more
sons?

C Why does the Torah relate that
Yaakov and his family took their
flock and property with them to
Egypt (46:6) many verses after they
already left home to go to Egypt
(46:1)?

D Why does the Torah describe
Yaakov's family as NEFESH, which
means SOUL, in the singular, instead
of NEFASHOT, in the plural (46:26)?

Rabbi Lipman is an educator, author, 
and community activist in Bet Shemesh.

He was a member of the 19th Knesset

ddlipman@gmail.com
The suggested answers are elsewhere

Ponder the questions first, then see further
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link in the chain of G-d's Providence
over the world? G-d's Providence
works through angels, but the angels
work through the stars because the
angels are like souls to the stars.
The Abarbanel in D'varim 18 explains
that just like the human soul needs a
body to accomplish its mission in the
world, so too angels need a body to
accomplish their mission. Don
McLean, who is coming to Israel in
January, had a number 1 hit song called
Starry Starry Night. Was he singing
about angels? Because each star is
actually a body of an angel! But why
are the angels and stars necessary in the
link between G-d and man? The answer
is in order to test us. Does the angel or
star have its own independent power,
which is classic idolatry - hence the
term AKUM - Oveid Kochavim
uMazalot, or are they merely a tool of
G-d, like a hammer in the hand of a
carpenter.
When the carpenter builds you a
cabinet, do you thank him or his
hammer? Our task in life is to
distinguish between the Creator and
His creations, which are merely His
tools, including astrology. u
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Rabbi Weinreb's Weekly Column:

VAYIGASH
Forgiveness:

A Jewish Value
This has got to be one of the
oldest "rabbi" jokes in the entire
repertoire of American Jewish
humor.

It tells us of the young rabbi, fresh
from rabbinical school, who
addresses his first several
sermons to his new congregation
on the varied subjects of
meticulous Shabbat observance,
refraining from malicious gossip,
honesty in business, and the
avoidance of inappropriately famil-
iar behavior with other men's
wives.

After these first several homiletic



salvos, the president of the con-
gregation approaches him with the
suggestion that these topics are
much too sensitive and have upset
many of the synagogue's mem-
bers. The president urges the
rookie rabbi to try to find some
more acceptable topics to speak
about.

The rabbi objects, and asks, "But
what, then, do you suggest that I
speak about in my sermons?" 

To which the president replies,
"Judaism! Why not just talk about
Judaism?"

Those of us with experience in the
pulpit rabbinate typically do not
find this story very funny. Each of
us has, on more than one
occasion, taken on causes in our
sermons that our audiences have
felt were not in our rabbinic pur-
view, and indeed were somehow
"not Jewish".

One of my favorite examples of
this phenomenon in my own
career has been my attempts, in
sermons to the entire congrega-
tion, and in more intimate counsel-
ing sessions, to encourage
forgiveness. I will never forget the
first time I made "forgiveness" the
theme of one of my sermons, only
to be accused by one of the more

prominent members of my congre-
gation of preaching Christianity. I
urged people to forgive those who
have offended them, only to find
that, for many Jews, forgiveness is
a Christian, not a Jewish, virtue.

Of course, this is not true.
Forgiveness is a major teaching of
our own faith. We are encouraged
to forgive others who may have
sinned against us, and we must
seek forgiveness of those against
whom we have sinned.

In this week's Torah portion,
Vayigash, we have an outstanding
biblical example of forgiveness.
Yosef, after putting his brothers
through tests and trials, finally
cannot contain himself. He
exclaims, "I am your brother
Yosef, whom you sold into slavery
in Egypt." And immediately after
identifying himself, he unequivo-
cally forgives them: "Now, do not
be distressed or reproach your-
selves because you sold me
hither... it was not you who sent
me here, but God..."

It is true that the brothers were
"blown away" by this unanticipated
revelation of the true identity of
their tormentor, and even more
astounded by this assertion of total
forgiveness. But this is not the first
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example of human forgiveness
that we find in the Bible. Yosef
may have learned about this value
from his great-grandfather Avra-
ham's precedent. Avraham, back
in B'reishit 20:17, not only forgives
his adversary, Avimelech, but
offers prayers on his behalf.

What, then, can be the basis for
the misconception that forgiveness
is a Christian virtue and is not
preached by Judaism? I think that
the answer can be found in a
precious book called The Sun-
flower, by Simon Wiesenthal.

Wiesenthal relates his personal
experience of when he was
brought to the bedside of a dying
Nazi officer by the officer's own
mother, who pleaded with him to
forgive her son for killing Jews.
Wiesenthal had been an eye-
witness to this officer's murderous
brutality. He found himself
confronted with a moral dilemma.
Could he deny a mother's tearful
entreaties? On the other hand,
could he possibly forgive such
unspeakable cruelty? And could
he forgive on behalf of the victims,
of others?

I will leave it for you, dear reader,
to discover for yourself what
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Simon Wiesenthal actually did. But
long after the event, he submitted
this excruciating dilemma to
several dozen philosophers,
writers, and political leaders,
asking them what they would do.
Some of his respondents were
Christians, some were Jews, and I
believe one was a Buddhist.

The results were astounding. By
and large, the non-Jews were able
to find justification for forgiveness.
On the other hand, most of the
Jews could not express forgive-
ness for this soldier's heinous
crimes, convinced that certain
crimes were not subject to forgive-
ness.

For me, the lesson here is one that
Judaism teaches well. Forgive-
ness must be earned, it must be
deserved, it must be requested,
and above all, it can only be
granted by the person who was
offended. I cannot forgive you for a
sin you've committed against my
brother.

In a sense, Yosef goes beyond the

call of duty in expressing forgive-
ness to his brothers. They did not
even know who he was, let alone
beg forgiveness from him. But he
knew from close observation of
their concern for each other that
they had long transcended their
previous petty jealousies and
rivalries. He was convinced that
forgiveness was in order.

Yosef is an exemplar of how
important it is for each of us to
forgive those who have offended
us. Forgiveness is a practice for all
year long, and not just for the
season of Yom Kippur. After all, it
is not just on that one sacred day
that each of us stands in need of
the Almighty's forgiveness. His
forgiveness is something we need
at every moment of our lives.

The prophet Micha (7:18) says:
"Who is God like You,
tolerating iniquity

and forgiving transgression..."

Upon which the Talmud comments
(Rosh Hashana 17a):

"Whose iniquities does God
tolerate?
He who forgives the
transgressions of another." 
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Mikeitz

GREAT AS JEWS
We are used to great Jews playing a
seminal role in the development of
the nations of the world. The
tradition began with this week's
Torah portion.

BS Jacobson points out in his Bina
BaMikra, Yosef – Minister for Food
Supply in Pharaonic Egypt – was “the
first in the long series of Jewish men
who have rendered outstanding
service to foreign governments and
peoples in the lands of the Diaspora.

“From him down to our contempo-
raries, they have given of the best of
their greatness loyally and unre-
servedly.”

The people concerned would echo
this judgment, except for some
reservations about the term “foreign
governments”. They would argue that
their public-spirited service was not
to a “foreign” government at all but
to a nation with which they identified
and embraced.

Such countries were immensely
enriched because of the talents,
energies and devotion of leaders who
were great Jews at the same time.

At a fascinating period in Australian
history when a whole sheaf of
notable offices was held by Jews I

took the liberty on a public occasion
to point out that almost every one of
the Jewish figures concerned were
not only great Jews but identifying
Jews.

To Rav Kook, the dream was that
“those who are great amongst the
Jews will be great as Jews”, and in so
many cases his words have proved
prophetic.

In my own experience, the parliamen-
tary and other speeches given by
great Jews often specifically
acknowledged and cited Jewish
sources; how I know is that so often
it was I who was asked for an apt
quotation from the Chumash, from
Pirkei Avot or from some other
source.

I am also aware that even in formu-
lating their political and economic
platforms, Jewish ideas, whether or
not stated as such, played a role.

All this is in the best tradition of
Yosef. Long may it continue.
Rabbi Apple served for 32 years as the chief minister
of the Great Synagogue, Sydney, Australia's oldest
and most prestigious congregation. He was
Australia's highest profile rabbi and held many public
roles. He is now retired and lives in Jerusalem. Rabbi
Apple is president of the RCA Israel Region. He blogs
at www.oztorah.com
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Sunday, December 24th • 8:45am-1:00pm (6 Tevet)
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SUNDAY MORNINGS
10:00 o'clock
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SCHEDULE NOTES SUNDAY • '` mei MONDAY • 'a mei

4 Parshat Vayigash
December 23rd - 3:00pm

Rabbi Sidney Goldstein

In the Ganchrow
Beit Midrash...

10:00am
Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld
Masechet Kiddushim

This shiur is in tribute to
Rabbi Fred Hollander z"l

Sun thru Thu • 11:15am
RCA DAF YOMI

Rotating Magidei Shiur
The Daf Yomi shiur

is in tribute to Rabbi
Yitzchak Botwinick z"l

WOMEN'S SEMINAR
see p.34

9:00am
Rabbi David Walk

T'hilim - Divine Poetry

Resumes Dec 31st
Mrs. Sylvie Schatz

See Seminar schedule
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz

12:00 noon
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

KUZARI

2:00pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

What are the
Super-Mitzvot

9:15am Mrs. Pearl Borow
Book(let) of AMOS

9:30am
Mommy & Me with Jackie
054-533-9305 • correjackie@gmail .com

10:00am
Rabbi Poupko's

Parsha Perspective

10:30am
Rabbi A Goldscheider

on Rav Kook

11:30am (050-415-3239)
Get Fit While You Sit

with Sura Faecher

2:00pm
Rebbitzen Pearl Borow

Su/M/W/Th • 4:30pm
Rabbi Hillel Ruvel

Gemara Shiur
followed by Maariv (5:30)

Tuesdays also

Please note:
Regular shiurim:
25NIS members

30NIS non-mem • 5NIS Life
One-time shiurim and

mini-series 25NIS members
and Life Members

30NIS for non-members
unless otherwise indicated

Discounted zeiqihxk
(punch cards) available at
the front desk and valid

for all shiurim and classes
(as are Courtesy Cards)

8:00pm • no charge
Rabbi Mordechai Machlis

The Book of Shmuel

See

page 60-61
for Video Schedule

and more
programs

at the
OU Israel Center

Women in Tanach

3:00pm
Phil Chernofsky

Mishna, Mitzvot & more

3:00pm - see p.38
Music with Jackie for children

4:15pm - see p.34
Rabbi Zev Leff

5:20pm
Pri-Hadash Writing Workshop

7:30pm
Dorot OU Intergenerational Choir

Directed by Hadassah Jacob
call Sara - 560 9104
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TUESDAY • 'b mei WEDNESDAY • 'c mei THURSDAY • 'd mei

9:00am
Rabbi Yitzchak

Breitowitz
Minchat Chinuch

The Study of Mitzvot

9:15am - L'AYLA • see p.33
Mrs. Shira Smiles
Torah Tapestries

10:30am
Parshat HaShavua by
Rabbi Sholom Gold

10:30am - L'Ayla
Mrs. Shprintzee Rappaport
Ramchal's Derech HaShem

11:30am T'hilim Group (women)

Rabbi Aaron Ziegler
in winter recess

9:00am
Rabbi Aharon Adler

Rendezvous of
Torah & Science

Resumes Jan 3 - 10:15am
Rabbi Anthony Manning

Dec 27 - 10:15am
Rabbi Sam Shor

Tearful Embrace: Yosef,
Binyamin, & 10 Tevet

11:30am 
Rabbi Ian Pear

Meaning in Mitzvot

2:00 & 3:00pm
Rebbetzin Pearl Borow

The Transmission of
Torah via Pirkei Avot

Chumash with M'forshim

ASARA B'TEVET
Fast: 5:20am to 5:13pm

9:00am
Rabbi Ari Kahn

Parshat HaShavua

9:00am
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg 
Insights into the Parsha

10:10am
Rabbi Baruch Taub
Thursday the Rabbi

gave his Drasha

11:30am - see p.33
Rabbi Shai Finkelstein

Unlocking the
Messages in Chazal

2:15pm
12:15pm

Rabbi Nachman Winkler
History is HIS Story

1:45pm
Dr. Deborah Polster

The Economic and Political Position
of the Jews After the Crusades

3:00pm
Knitting Club with Verna

7:00pm
Rabbi Shmuel Herschler
Rambam: Philosopher & Codifier

7:30pm
Dr. Avivah

Gottlieb Zornberg
Insights into the Parsha

8:00pm
Rabbi Joel Zeff

see p.35

7:30pm
Rabbi Chaim Eisen

The Meaning and Mission of
the Chosen People: Chosen

from - or - for Whom?

7:00-9:45pm
Rabbi Yonatan Kolatch

Topics in Parshanut

Rabbi Shmuel Herschler
Parshat HaShavua

2:30pm
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

Does Halacha Ever
Permit Euthanasia

3:45pm
Slow-paced Mincha

mini-shiur by Phil
5:05pm

Maariv - Refreshments

8:00pm
Rabbi Avrum Kowalsky

Topics in the
Book of Sho-f'tim

8:00pm • no charge
Rabbi Zelig Pliskin

The Joy Club
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from the virtual desk of the
OU VEBBE REBBE
T he Orthodox  Union -  via  i t s websi te  -  f ie lds quest ions of  a l l  t ypes in the  areas of  Kashrut , J ew ish  Law and
V a lues. Som e of  them  are  answered by Ere tz  Hem da, the  Inst i tute  f or A dvanced J ew ish Studies, J e rusa l em ,
headed by R av Yose f  Carm e l  and R av M oshe Ehrenre ich, f ounded by HaR av Shaul  Y israe l i  z t " l , to prepare
rabbanim  and dayanim  to serve  the  Nat iona l  R e l igious com m uni ty in  Israe l  and abroad. A sk the  R abbi  i s a
joint  venture  of  the  OU , Yerusha layim  Network, Ere tz  Hem da... and OU  Israe l ' s T orah T idbi ts.

Daf Yomi During
Shabbat of Aveilut
Question: [The avel asked in the
shiva house; I gave the in-depth answer
afterward.] I understand an avel may do
standard learning, such as shnayim mikra
v'echad targum (=smvt) on the Shabbat of
shiva. Is learning daf yomi also
permitted? 

Answer: The gemara (Moed Katan
21a) states that it is forbidden to learn
Torah during aveilut because Torah
study brings true happiness (see Beit
Yosef, Yoreh De'ah 384). On Shabbat,
only some elements of aveilut pertain -
the distinction is that devarim
sheb'tzina (activities that are done
privately) apply (Mo'ed Katan 24a).
Rishonim posit that Torah study is a
davar sheb'tzina and is forbidden on
Shabbat (Rosh, Mo'ed Katan 3:28;
Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 400:1).

The Rosh and Shulchan Aruch (ibid.)
say it is permitted to review the parsha
(i.e. smvt). You suggest that this is
because any set, regular learning is
permitted on Shabbat, i.e. only a
somewhat unique study is forbidden.
However, these poskim explain their

rationale as follows. Since it is
obligatory to review the parsha, it is
permitted to do so, just as an avel
recites Kri'at Shema daily even though
it is a form of Torah study (see
Nedarim 8a). In other words, it is not
seen as learning Torah but just
reciting things one normally needs to
recite. 

Some poskim, starting with the Korban
Netanel (on the Rosh ibid.) stress the
matter of regularity over the idea that
it is not normal Torah study and
extend the leniency to any standard
daily learning. He says that those with
the practice of reviewing 18 perakim of
mishnayot daily may do so on the
Shabbat of their aveilut. The Aruch
Hashulchan (YD 400:6) says that
based on this line of logic, those with a
set quota of learning, including of
gemara, may partake in it on Shabbat.
This certainly includes doing daf yomi. 

However, this approach is not
mainstream. For example, the Pitchei
Teshuva (YD 400:3) rules that those
with the minhag to learn Masechet
Shabbat every Shabbat should not do
so during aveilut. The difference is
that people are not obligated to take
part in this specific Torah activity on
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054-216-0087 • brothersmovingisrael@gmail.com

Shabbat. (See (Beit Yosef, YD 393 in
the name of the Kol Bo; Badei
HaShulchan, YD 400, p. 401-3) the
parallel discussion of whether an avel
should recite Bameh Madlikin on
Shabbat. On the one hand, it is a
standard part of the siddur; on the
other hand, it is Torah for which there
is not an obligation, but a weaker
minhag, to recite.)

There may sometimes be different
grounds to allow taking part in daf
yomi on this Shabbat. There is
precedent to allow certain type of
learning because failure to do so is
conspicuous aveilut. The Shulchan
Aruch (ibid.) implies that while an avel
should listen to Torah reading, he
should not receive an aliya even on
Shabbat (see Taz ad loc. 1). However, if
he was called to the Torah, he must go
because his failure to do so on this
Shabbat would be considered improper
public aveilut. He continues with the
story of Rabbeinu Tam, who ruled that
since he received shlishi every
Shabbat, he should also get it during
aveliut for that reason. Arguably, if
one regularly takes part in a public
shiur in daf yomi or, actually, any
other topic, he should not refrain from
it on the Shabbat of aveilut to avoid
public aveilut. 

However, even if one usually takes
part in such a shiur, it is hard to
consider refraining public aveilut.
Consider that the Taz (ibid.) says that
an avel who is making a brit on the
Shabbat of aveilut should not get an
aliya because not always is the father
of the brit given an aliya, even though
it is standard. It is rare that someone's
attendance at a shiur is more regular
than that. If one always gave the shiur,
maybe his absence would be starker.
Even then, though, one can argue that
considering that he has not had much
time to prepare all week, his absence
would not have to be interpreted as
aveilut. (Badei HaShulchan 400:(75)
suggests one should appraise each
specific occurrence.) In short, it is
almost always proper to not learn daf
yomi on the Shabbat of aveilut.

Rav Daniel Mann, Eretz Hemdah Institute

Questions? email info@eretzhemdah.org

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or Hebrew

contact 'Eretz Hemdah - Gazit' Rabbinical
Court: 077-215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626

beitdin@eretzhemdah.org
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Parsha Points to Ponder
Suggested answers
B Rabbeinu Bechaya teaches that
Yehuda's emphasis was on MY WIFE.
Yaakov had children with other
women but the mother of these two
boys was the only one whom he
viewed as MY WIFE, and that is why
Yosef cannot hold on to Binyamin. 

C The Ohr HaChayim explains that
when they first left home they
thought they were going to Egypt for
a short time, and thus did not bring
all their belongings with them.
However, after G-D appeared to
Yaakov and told him that they would
become a great nation there (46:3),
they realized that they would be in
Egypt for a longer period, and went
back to bring all their belongings with
them.

D The Kli Yakar answers that this
comes to teach that they put all their
past jealousies and sibling rivalries
behind them and coalesced into a
unified family.

Bil'am's donkey, Moshe's grave, Yosef's tax...

70 PERSPECTIVES
BUT ONLY ONE TORAH

by Dr. Meir Tamari  

ZOT CHANUKA

Now that Chanuka is over, perhaps we
are able to take a detached view of
what happened then and what is
entailed spiritually for us. This has to
be, over and beyond the miracle of
Pach HaShemen since there is no
mention of this in Al HaNisim nor does
the Rambam refer to it as the major
factor. Both sources speak of the
defiling of the Mikdash and the
miraculous military success that
enabled the Chashmona'im to rededi-
cate it. The Rambam sees the Hallel
because, "they renewed kingship in
Israel which lasted for 200 years."

The Greeks did not desire to destroy
Judaism nor to destroy the Mikdash but
they intended to defile them. Olive oil,
which is the symbol of wisdom, was to
be the vehicle of that defilement. Al
Hanisim specifically sees them as
opposed to the chukim of the Torah.
They thought that there was nothing
beyond human intelligent; nothing
existed beyond that which could be
measured, quantified and explained
rationally. Judaism, in contrast, teaches
that human wisdom is limited and that
there is the unlimited and conceptually
different wisdom of Torah. This comes
through Divine revelation so that there
can be chukim in addition to the
mishpatim and eiduyot which may be
understood by human wisdom

This Torah wisdom is radically
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different from human wisdom in that it
can educate and transform the basic
human desires and lusts so that they
become vehicles for moral and holy
living. It is true that human wisdom can
teach a person that certain acts are not
becoming to him or are immoral and
evil. However, unlike the Torah, it
cannot prevent that person from never-
theless following his natural desires
and committing unjust and immoral
acts. "That is why Aristotle the Greek,
could write books on morals and ethics
and still be a menuval" (Shem
MiShmuel, Chanuka 5671). HaYehudi
HaKadosh, founder of the Chassidic
school of P'shyscha, taught that it was
the absence of mitzvot masiot which
permitted this. Greece taught men to
strive to achieve, whereas we teach
about the permitted and forbidden,
mutar and asur. 

The dynasty by which Mattityahu and
his sons reinstated the rule of kings in
Israel, coined their own coinage and
gradually expanded the borders till they
almst reached those of David and
Shlomo. Nevertheless, Chazal saw such
monarchy as being problematic. The
common assumption of the problem is
that the later generations changed from
Jews of the Oral Law and became
Sadducees or even less. While being
true, there is nevertheless a further
issue, one that is not connected to their
religious behavior. Yaakov Avinu
determined that royalty and kingship
belonged to Yehuda and his descen-
dants, whereas the Hashmoneans were
Kohanim (from the tribe of Levi). This
made their kings usurpers and rebels
against the ruling of the Torah. The

same question may be raised against
Moshe Rabbenu who was a Levite yet
also served as king. "In both cases they
were in a high state of zealousness for
the saving of Israel which carried them
beyond their spiritual, so that they were
able to temporally enter the area
reserved for Yehuda" (Shem MiShmuel).

Levi was always a zealot and zealotry
was the badge of the whole tribe
throughout the Tanach. They showed it
at Shechem when they together with
Shimon, his brother in zealotry, killed
the people of Shechem to rescue Dina.
This was negative zealotry for which
Yaakov cursed their actions. Shimon
failed to do t'shuva and in their zeal
they led in the immorality with the
women of Amon and Moav. Therefore
there is no mention of Shimon in the
brachot that Moshe gave the Tribes of
Israel and his territory was absorbed
into that of Yehuda. However, Levi
repented and from then on devoted
their zealotry to Torah. It was they who
rallied to Moshe's call against the
worshipers of the Eigel and it was
Pinchas HaKohen whose zealotry
saved Israel from harlotry. It was this
zealotry that led Mattityahu and his
sons, the Kohanim to be the military
leaders of the revolt against the Greeks,
which led to the miracles of Chanuka.
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for Fertility and Gynecology
in Accordance with Halacha

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem and helps couples from all over the world who are experiencing fertility
problems. Puah offers free counseling in five languages, halachic supervision, and educational programs. Offices in
Jerusalem, New York, Los Angeles, Paris. Contact: (02) 651-5050 (Isr) • 718-336-0603 (US) • www.puahonline.org

Uterus Transplants -
Who is the Mother?
Last time we discussed whether it is
permitted for one woman to donate her
uterus to another one, and whether
there is any halachic problem for the
recipient. Since a baby was just born in
Dallas, Texas, after such a medical
procedure it would appear that this
question is quickly becoming more
relevant. This is the first such baby born
in the US and it follows other successful
procedures of this kind in Sweden. 

One halachic question that we did not
answer last week is who would be
considered the mother in such a case?
Would it be the woman who donated
the uterus and without whom the baby
would not have been born, or would it
be the recipient who actually carried
and delivered the baby? In the recent
case the woman who delivered the baby
was also the genetic mother of the
baby, but this may change in future
cases. 

Surprisingly, while this is a modern
breakthrough this is not a new question
and was already discussed over a
century ago by poskim. A report was
published in 1906 by the American
gynecologist, Dr. Robert Tuttle Morris,
claiming that he had successfully
transplanted an ovary and achieved a
pregnancy for the recipient. A
Hungarian halachic journal called

Vayelaket Yosef, reported this case but
mistakenly thought that the operation
involved a uterine transplant. The
journal called for a discussion regarding
the halachic questions that arose from
this novel procedure including the
question as to who would be considered
the mother in such a case. 

Rabbi Yeshaya Silverstein, the Rabbi of
Veitzen, Hungary, answered the call and
he wrote that after the uterus had been
transplanted it became part of the
recipient's body. As such the child born
would be considered the child of the
woman giving birth and not the woman
who donated the uterus. If the donor
was not Jewish and the recipient was
Jewish then the child would be
considered Jewish even though the
uterus was "not Jewish".

This is somewhat intuitive that when
we transplant an organ form one person
to another it becomes the body of the
recipient and not of the donor. Would
anyone think that if one person donated
their kidney to another the kidney still
remained their property and was not
considered part of the recipient's body?
However the case of the uterus may be
different since it conveys Jewish status
and other halachic elements. 

But Rabbi Silverstein did not rely on
intuition but brought a fascinating
proof. More on this next week. 

Rabbi Gideon Weitzman
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Rabbi Kahana's articles www.nachmankahana.com



Rabbi Wein's Fall-Winter
Lecture Series: 
Motza"Sh thru January 20th
JERUSALEM GEOGRAPHY II

More interesting Street Names in the Holy City
HaNassi shul - 24 Ussishkin - 25NIS, 20NIS mem, 10NIS students

E Dec 23th at 8:00pm Baron Hirsch Street

RESERVE NOW for Sunday night, Jan14
PREMIER OF DESTINY'S LATEST FILM
"DISTORTIONS & ILLUSIONS 1920-1929"

Cinema City, Jerusalem at 8PM

Advance ticket - 100NIS, At the door 120NIS

Includes DVD of film worth 100NIS

This film will show how the world affected the Jewish
comminutes of the United States, Palestine/Israel,
and Eastern Europe in the decade of The Jazz Age,

and how the Jews affected the world. The parallels to
2017 in the USA are truly striking. Don't miss it.

Contact: nachum@jewishdestiny.com or 0584-18-36-54
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U.S. based Life Insurance for
Israel residents with minimal hassle

Lower premiums • more benefits
Underwriting requirements will need to be completed in the U.S.

Call for a FREE quote
054-227-0863 • US: 917-559-1828

donnyfein@gmail.com • www.dflifeinsurance.com

www.sossingroup.com

Reprinted from

Rabbi Wein's
Weekly
Blog

The statement of our father Yaakov to
the Pharaoh of Egypt that “my years of
life have been few and most
unpleasant” is most perplexing. We all
know the well-known anecdote that
one of the most disappointing things
in life is to ask someone how he or she
is and they actually tell you. One
would've expected that Yaakov would
have answered the Pharaoh in a
general, positive fashion.

Rashi interprets the answer of Yaakov
in the light of his deteriorated physical
condition that he presented to the
Pharaoh. He wanted Pharaoh to
realize that the lines in his face were
well-earned. He also wanted him to
realize that the lives of even the most
righteous of people and the holiest of
families can also be troubled and
difficult.

He was teaching the Pharaoh the
great lesson that in this world, good is
its own reward and that it does not
necessarily carry with it physical
comfort and emotional serenity. He
was telling the Pharaoh not to judge
him or his family by the shortsighted
yardstick of material success and
lifelong leisure.

This was his explanation of the great
Jewish lesson, 'that the race is neither
to the swift nor success to those who

deem themselves to be wise.' The
Pharaoh is accustomed to immediate
reward and benefit, to royal garments
and gilded chariots. Yaakov informs
him that that this is a false measure of
life and achievement. Though Yaakov
lived a stormy and often tragic life, it is
he who blesses the Pharaoh for he,
Yaakov possesses the gift of the future
and of immortality.

How sad it is if a person has to look
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back at one's lifetime and feel that
somehow life cheated him or that he
deserved better! The ability to deal
with the vicissitudes of life, its downs
as well as its ups, in the strength of
belief that everything is from the hand
of our Creator, has always been the
great characteristic of the Jewish
people.

Yaakov can look back upon the life of
turbulence, disappointments and
sadness and yet see for himself and
his progeny greatness and immortal
memory. The Pharaoh must have
realized that a blessing from this old
broken Jewish stranger was of
enormous value to him in Egypt.
Often times in history it is the unlikely
and seemingly downtrodden individ-
ual who holds the key to future
developments and to the correct
worldview of situations and condi-
tions.

As long as Yaakov lives there will no
longer be a famine that will affect
Egypt. The Pharaoh must have
undoubtedly realized the gift of this
blessing to Egypt. But like many
people who will receive blessings in
this world, he seems not to be
impressed sufficiently by the matter
to change policies, attitudes or
behavior.

But Yaakov and his descendants will
haunt Egyptian society for centuries
until it finally will overwhelm it. This
has been the lot and mission of Israel
over its very long, troublesome but
great history. 
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Top row from right to left, are the TROP
marks for the first six words of Vayigash.
See the comment in the Sedra Summary
• The basketball player is labeled CHI for
Chicago, as in the Bulls; the football
player is labeled DET, for the Detroit
Lions. Together they represent the clash
between Yehuda (Lion) and Yosef (Shor) •
Fisherman's knot which is reputed to be
one of the strongest knots for joining
ropes... represents V'NAFSHO K'SHURA
V'NAFSHO, the bond between Yaakov
and Binyamin • five shirts represent the
five changes of clothes that Yosef gave
to Binyamin • He also gave him 300 silver
pieces, represented by the money sacks
each marked with the Egyptian hiero-
glyphics symbol for 100 • two of the
wagons that Yosef sent to Yaakov, to
bring the family down to Egypt... •
Donkey with 10+10 above him stands for
the donkeys (10 CHAMORIM and 10
ATONOT) that Yosef sent to Yaakov... •
The dreidel, purposely with SHIN. The
letters of that dreidel rearrange to spell
GOSHNA, to Goshen, a word in Vayigash •
70, marked with an asterisk, and an arrow
pointing downward. This represents the
70 souls who went down to Egypt. The
asterisk reminds us that one had gone

down much earlier (Yosef) and two
others were born in Egypt (Efrayim and
Menashe), but are still counted among
the 70 • Orde Wingate, British general,
ardent Zionist, trained Jewish youth in
military tactics. Was removed from
Palestine when the British decided he
was potentially acting against their
interests. His first name was Orde, very
similar (especially in the Ashkenazic
pronunciation of a KAMATZ) to the name
of Binyamin's youngest son • Next to
Wingate is an albatross, a.k.a. gooney
bird. Sounds like GUNI, one of Naftali's
sons • The two sticks are from the haftara
• So too the twin-stick popsicle • 25.6 fl.
oz. is the quantity of liquor in a bottle
known as a "fifth" (of a gallon). Here it
represents the tax Yosef imposed on the
Egyptians • Half a butterfly (PARPAR) is
PAR attached to an O = PAR'O • Piggy
bank, open and empty, with the pig
wondering where the money went. The
Egyptians' money dried up during the
years of the famine • shepherd and
soldiers = sons of Yaakov, who are
described to Par'o as both being tenders
of sheep (an abomination in Egypt) and
ANSHEI CHAYIL, meaning men of stature,
but as a play-on-words, also meaning
soldiers • The town clock scene is from
Goshen, NY • The smiling fellow shares a
name with one of Shimon's sons - Ohad •
The coat of arms is for a town in southern
Slovak Republic called Sered, son of
Zevulun • The Kiddush cup is for Becher,
second son of Binyamin (not for the cup
that framed Binyamin in Mikeitz)
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FOR RENT OLD KATAMON -  Rachel Imeinu St.
- Beautiful Penthouse, 4.5 rooms, Shabbat elevator, 
2 large terraces of 30m, renovated, parking, exclusive.
9800NIS a month
REHAVIA Nice 2 rooms, ground floor, Arabic style
bldg, balcony, good shape, quiet, good deal!
1,550,000NIS
OLD TALPIOT CLOSE TO BAKA Large 3 rooms,
first floor, balcony, renovated, good deal! Exclusive
1,590,000NIS
ARNONA CLOSE TO BAKA Nice 4.5 rooms, stone
bldg, third floor, succa balcony, good shape, large
storeroom, only 2,000,000NIS
RASKO CLOSE TO KATAMON Large 3 rooms,
93m, stone building, Shabbat elevator, large balcony
with view, good shape, parking. 2,350,000NIS
HEART OF OLD KATAMON 3 rooms + separate
unit, ground floor, acess without stairs, exit to garden,
renovated, good investment! Quiet, Exclusive,
2,550,000NIS
OLD KATAMON Great new penthouse, 5 rooms,
170m,small modern building, Shabbat elevator, large
terrace, 50m living room, 4 directions, 2 parking slots,
storage room, Exclusive.

A.B.L.E. - ADVANCED BETTER
LIVING FOR THE ELDERLY

We offer:
Assistance in coping with aging issues:
health conditions, physical and/or
mental impairment
Assistance to children coping with aging
parents
Navigation of social services
Assistance in finding a more appropriate
environment if necessary
Assistance in finding a home aide

Shelli Frimer, Geriatric Social Worker
054-4475781 • ABLE.Shelli@gmail.com

•

•

•
•

•

by Rabbi Chanan Morrison
website: ravkooktorah.org

The Two Benefits
of Ashrei

Adapted from Ein Eyah vol. I, p. 12

I suppose everyone has their favorite
chapter of Tehillim, one that speaks to
their soul. Which psalm did the rabbis
of the Talmud like best?

The answer is probably chapter 145,
commonly called Ashrei (although the
Sages referred to it as Tehilla L'David,
after its opening phrase). In fact, the
Talmud (B'rachot 4b) states that one
who recites this psalm three times a
day is assured of a place in the World to
Come. It is also the centerpiece of
p'sukei d'zimra, the collection of psalms
forming the introductory section of the
morning prayer service.

What makes Ashrei so wonderful? The
Talmud explains that this chapter has
two special characteristics:

It is an alphabetical acrostic, containing
all twenty-two Hebrew letters (except
for the letter NUN).

It contains an important verse
expressing our complete trust and
reliance on God: “You open Your hand
and satisfy the wants of every living
thing” (v. 16).

Every psalm has something special.
What is the significance of these two



Pinchus Klahr, MD
Rheumatology

US Board Certif ied / Misrad HaBriut recognized special ist
in al l  Arthritis conditions Joint and Muscle Pain

Conscientious “American style” Care
Conveniently located at Refa Na Medical Center,

Givat Shaul, Jerusalem • NOW also at
RBS Family Medical Center, Ramat Beit Shemesh

052-713-2224
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Kupat Cholim Maccabi patients also in kupa clinics

Over 1600 audio and video shiurim
for listening and downloading

plus written articles
www.rabbisholomgold.com

advantages? Why are they so impor-
tant?

Fundamental Beliefs
One explanation is that these two
aspects of Ashrei affirm our most basic
beliefs.

The two fundamental tenets of Judaism
are that (1) God created the universe.

(2) God continues to watch over it (as
opposed to the deist concept of God as
a Divine clock-maker who created the
universe and then left it running
without intervention or direction).

Ashrei affirms both of these tenets. It
contains all the letters of the alphabet -
the letters with which God created the
world. And the verse “You open Your
hand and satisfy the wants of every
living thing” confirms our belief in
Divine providence.

Spiritual Growth
A second explanation connects Ashrei
to one's personal spiritual growth.
There are two requirements to attain
ethical and spiritual goals:

The study of Torah, which bestows

enlightenment.

Not be disturbed by the distractions of
this world. Even if we merit the light of
Torah, day-to-day demands and
pressures may divert our attention
away from our spiritual objectives.

The verses of Ashrei are organized
according to the twenty-two Hebrew
letters. These letters are the 'building
blocks' of the Torah. By praising God
with all of these letters, we recognize
that closeness to God is attained
through the Torah's enlightenment.

To avoid being distracted by worldly
pressures, we need complete trust in
God. By stating, “You open Your hand
and satisfy the wants of every living
thing,” we are proclaiming that God
watches over and protects all creatures.
This affirmation of faith bolsters our
reliance on God's providence, so that
mundane worries will not succeed in
distracting us from our true goals. 
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HANDYMAN
Fix All - One Call • No Job Too Small

Senior Discount, US Highest
Standards, Licensed, Guaranteed,

Kashering, Dati, References

CALL YONAH NOW
052-309-8891

ttRIDDLES
Prizes for TTriddle solutions

World of Jewish Music

Malchei Yisrael 5
 Jerusalem

02-538-8474

Rabbi Akiva 88, Bnei Braq • 03-579-9580

Previous (MIKEITZ) TTriddles:

[1] FPTL: What Yosef told his major-
domo to fill with food and money

B'reishit 44:1 - And he (Yosef)
commanded the steward of his house
(a.k.a. majordomo), saying, Fill the
MEN'S SACKS with food, as much as
they can carry, and put every man's
money in his sack's mouth. In Hebrew,
men's sacks is AMT'CHOT HAANASHIM
= 1+40+400+8+400 (849) + 5+1+50+
300+10+40 (406) = 1255.

[2] I do not take cream cheese
without tomatoes

This was a Chanuka TTriddle. Do not try
to make sense of the sentence. Just
notice that the eight words in the
sentence begin with a one-letter word
and increase by one letter until the 8th
word. Ring a bell?

[3] Who makes the Chanuka baker's
dozen?

With each tribe's leaders bringing gifts
on each of the 12 days of Chanukat
HaMizbei'ach, it would be Aharon
Hakohen who makes the baker's dozen
(which means 13). 

FYI - Many societies of the past greatly
frowned upon bakers who cheated
their customers by selling a loaf of
bread that weighed less than the law of
the society provided for. Penalties were
very harsh, including chopping off the
hand of the offender or nailing his ear
to the door of his bakery. Even in more
civilized societies, monetary fines were
very high. To avoid accidentally short-
weighting a customer, bakers accepted
the practice of giving 13 loaves and
charging for only 12. 

[4] 24 Chanuka guys and Tock isn't
among them

Another Chanuka TTriddle. The 23 guys
referred to are the 12 tribal leaders and
their fathers. Nachshon, Aminadav,
Netanel, Tzu'ar... TOCK is spelled TET-
KUF - the two letters of the ALEF-BET
not found in any of the 24 names.

[5] Édouard Anatole Lucas lit
Chanuka candles according to his
number sequence. Adding a
shamash per night, how many
candles did he use?

The Lucas sequence is a specific
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variation of the Fibonacci sequence
that begins with 1 and 3. All
subsequent numbers in the series are
found by adding the two previous
numbers. So the third term in the Lucas
series is 1+3, which is 4. The first eight
numbers of the Lucas series are 1, 3, 4,
7, 11, 18, 29, 47. If Lucas lit these
numbers of candles throughout
Chanuka, he will have lit 120. Add the
shamash for ach night and the answer
is 128.

[6] MazalPic

Let's see: There is a cap of the SF
baseball Giants. Let's say CAP. Then
there is a pear, which is a fruit, which in
Hebrew is PRI. And then a CORN, giving
is the Goat, Ha-G'DI, or Capricorn.
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CHESED FUND
Your generous donations to our Chesed Fund
will help us help over 40 needy individuals and

families who turn to us for help.

Please make checks payable to the
"Chessed Fund" and send them to

Israel Center Chesed Fund
att. Menachem Persoff

POB 37015 / Jerusalem 91370
or leave them at the front desk

Torah MiTzion was established with the goal of strengthening Jewish communities around the
globe. Over the past twenty two years Torah MiTzion's shlichim have inspired and enriched their host
communities through a network of Religious Zionist Kollels. 
These Divrei Torah originally appeared in Torah Mitzion's weekly publication, Shabbat MiTzion

Why didn't Yosef send his father a sign of life? by Rabbi Yoel Ben Nun

Why, during all his years of servitude
and his rise to power, did Yosef not
send a letter to his father telling him
that he was still alive? What could
possibly justify the anguish he caused
his aged and loving father?

I would like to propose a solution which
accounts for many perplexing aspects
of the story. Our entire outlook on this
story changes if we accept the fact that
YOSEF DID NOT KNOW THAT HIS
BROTHERS HAD FOOLED HIS FATHER
with the coat, the blood, and the lie
that Yosef had been devoured by wild
animals. Such thoughts never occurred
to him! Hence it was Yosef who spent
thirteen years of slavery in Egypt and
the following years of greatness
wondering: “Where is my father? Why
has no one come to look for me?”

All the factors are now reversed, when
seen from Yosef's point of view. Egypt
is, after all, close to Canaan, and Yaakov
was a rich, important and influential
man, with international familial and
political connections. The Midianites or
Yishmaelites who brought Yosef to
Egypt were his cousins; is it possible
that no one from that caravan could be
located in all those years? Yishmael,
Medan and Midian were all children of
Avraham; even after they had migrated
to Eastern lands, they certainly could be
located. Yaakov had manpower
enough to marshal herds and flocks as

a gift for Esav; surely he had manpower
to search for Yosef. We know that
Yaakov does not search for his son, as
he thinks Yosef is dead, but Yosef has
no way of knowing this. Yosef's wonder
at his father's silence is joined by a
terrible sense of anxiety which grows
stronger over the years, as seasons and
years pass by and no one comes.
Yosef's anguish centers on his father:
the voice inside him asking “Where is
my father?” is joined by another harsh
voice - “WHY DID MY FATHER SEND ME
TO MY BROTHERS THAT DAY? Why did
they strip off my coat the moment I
arrived and throw me in the pit? Didn't
he know how dangerous Shimon and
Levi are, especially since I had brought
him negative reports about them?
What did my brothers tell him when
they returned? Can he really have had
no idea at all of what they had done?”
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Condolences to Yaakov Rosen
and family on the passing of his

GRANDFATHER l"f

The voices resound and intertwine,
eliciting alternating waves of fear and
helplessness, of anger and hatred.
Being thrown into the pit, the
kidnapping to Egypt, slavery – a few
months would be enough to drive him
mad – and no one ever comes.

Finally, a quiet acceptance of his fate
replaced the anguish. His brothers must
have succeeded in convincing Yaakov,
and HE HAD BEEN DISOWNED. Leah
must have convinced Yaakov that his
vain and arrogant son, who dreamt of
ruling over them all, had to be disposed
of before he destroyed the household.
Had Avraham not consented to Sarah's
insistence that he expel Yishmael,
despite his love for Yishmael? Had not
God Himself sanctioned this? Had not
Esav lost his birthright? And had not
Yitzchak capitulated to Rivka in choos-
ing one son over another? Perhaps God
Himself had told Yaakov that Yosef had
sinned and had to be expelled.

Thirteen years of torment brought in
their wake a quiet acceptance of his
fate. He would live according to his
father's traditions but apart from his
home. He would not sin against God
even though He had rejected him; he
would not be seduced by his master's
wife. Years later, when Yosef rides in
the viceroy's chariot, when he shaves
his beard and stands before Pharaoh, it
is clear to him that God must have
decreed that his life would be lived
separately from his family's. Yosef gives
expression to this feeling expression in
the name he gives his eldest son, born
of an Egyptian wife: He called him
Menashe, because “God has made me

forget (nashani) all my labor and my
father's house.” (41:51) To forget his
father's house! Yosef is more subdued
when his second son is born: [He
named him] Efraim, because “God has
made me fruitful (hifrani) in the land of
my suffering.” (41:52)

Yosef's entire world is built on the
misconception that his father has
renounced him, while Yaakov's world is
destroyed by the misconception that
Yosef is dead. Yosef's world is shaken
when his brothers stand before him,
not knowing who he is, and bow down
to him. At that moment, he must
question the new reality he has created
for himself; “he remembers the dreams
he dreamt about them” and he is
thrown back into the past. Stalling for
time, he begins a line of inquiry – and
action – which is geared to one end: to
find out why his father had rejected
him, if at all. He aims to keep Binyamin
behind, so that his maternal brother
can tell him all that has transpired. After
the conversation with Binyamin, he will
be able to decide whether to remain
silent or to speak out. All Yosef's actions
from this point onward – including
arresting Shimon – are directed
towards this goal. He wanted both to
get information (could Shimon have
been interrogated in prison?) and to
force Ya'akov to send Binyamin to
Egypt. The cup was planted in his sack
not to test Yehuda – how could he have
predicted his older brother's outburst?
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www.gabairealestate.com
EFRAT - New on the market in Zayit! Brand
new cottage with over 200m in the popular
Village project. Upgraded 5 bedroom property
plus basement and parking. Large outside
space, great view, perfect family home.

RECHAVIA, Narkis 9a - 60m, 1 bedroom, 1 full
bathroom. Well-lit and quiet. First floor access
with no stairs. The nicest building on the street.
Private underground parking in Tabu. 
Asking 2,200,000NIS

REAL FIND NEAR BAKA – 80m, 3 rooms,
spacious a well-lit. Storage, parking, and
Shabbat elevator. Asking 2,250,000NIS

KIRYAT SHMUEL, Ha’ari – 60m, 3 rooms,
ground floor with wheelchair access, balcony.
Great for investment or residence. 
Asking 2,200,000NIS

OLD KATAMON - New on the market! 92m, 
4 rooms including a master en suite, completely
renovated. On the second floor, 2 balconies and
well lit. Asking 3,200,000NIS

NACHALAT ACHIM, Ibn Sapir – New on the
market! New building, parking, storage,
Shabbat elevator, balcony. 3 bedrooms incl. one
en suite. Asking $1,050,000

SAIDOFF - over 130m, 3 spacious bedrooms,
large living area, upgraded kitchen, 21st floor,
exceptional views. Pool, gym, 24 hr guard, shul
in the bldg. Storage, parking. Walking distance
to Shaarei Chesed, Nachlaot and the Kotel.

CITY CENTER - In new building, 4 rooms, 
2.5 bathrooms, exit to spacious balcony.
Underground parking, Shabbat elevator, well lit
and comfortable. Currently rented out for 
7000 NIS/month. Asking $1,080,000

                                    
Yaniv Gabbay                         Elia Gabai
052-614-1442                    052-862-9208
yaniv@gabairealestate.com • eliagabai@gmail.com

– but just the opposite. Yosef assumed
the brothers would not be able to save
Binyamin, and this would be his means
of keeping Binyamin with him,
ostensibly as his prisoner. This was
Yosef's plan to find out what had
happened and how to deal with it.
Yehuda's response was an attempt to
obtain Binyamin's release by appealing
for mercy for his aged father. In so
doing, he tells Yosef – totally
unintentionally – exactly what Yosef
wanted so desperately to hear, thereby
freeing him and eventually Yaakov,
from their mutual errors: “Your servant
our father said to us: You know that my
wife bore me two sons. One has left me;
I said he was devoured and I have not
seen him since. [If] you take this son too
and tragedy befalls him, you will bring
my old age down to She'ol in agony.”
(44:24-30)

Yosef needs to hear no more. He finally
realizes the naked truth: No one has cut
him off at all! Not Leah, not his brothers
and, least of all, his father. He has not
been forgotten! Yosef could no longer
restrain himself before all who were
standing before him, and cried: “Have
every one leave me!”… and he cried
out loud… and he told his brothers: “I
am Yosef; is my father still alive?”
(45:1-3) Does he live? Is he yet my
father, who loves me and has not
forgotten me? Is it possible?

Each of the players in our scene had a
plan, and pursued that plan. But the
plan which was finally revealed was a
higher plan, geared at bringing
Yaakov's family to Egypt and creating
the Jewish people. 
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Dr. Maurice E. Joseph Jewish Video Program
NO CHARGE • Check each day for start time and location

Tasty, full-sized sandwiches (on whole wheat or white roll) will be sold for
25minutes prior to Main Hall JewishVideo showings - ONLY 15NIS! Hot drinks for 5NIS

MON Dec 25th - 12:30pm • LIBRARY
Rabbi Natan Lopes Cardozo on The Major Difference
between Judaism and Christianity

TUE Dec 26th - 12:30pm - MAIN HALL - 1¾ hrs • subtitles

Gett: The Trial of Viviane Amsalem - The agunah, the
“chained woman”, dramatically portrayed in this gripping Israeli
film. The agunah’s pain and anguish could not be more emotionally
captured; superb performances; winner of awards around the world;
nominated for Golden Globe.

WED Dec 27th - 12:45pm • Library
Rabbi Zev Leff on
May G-d Make You Like Ephraim and Menashe

THU Dec 28th - 12:45pm •  Library • 1 hr • ASARA B'TEVET
Piku'ach Nefesh - Asara B’Tevet is YOM KADDISH K'LALI- Yahrzeit
for Victims of Shoah - Superb documentary on two men who tried to
save Jews during the Shoah. Rav Weissmandl formulated a plan to
rescue all Jews. Rav Schonfeld devised a “frum Kindertransport” as an
alternative to the secular Kindertransport. Many of these rescued
children became talmidei chachamim, teachers and rabbis. Deeply
moving and highly informative 

Root & Branch Association Lectures at the OU Israel Center, Jerusalem

Thursday, December 28th • 7:30pm • 10th yahrzeit of Dr. David Kranzler z"l
Talks in memory of this renowned Holocaust historian, librarian, teacher, author

Rabbi Ari Kahn Bar Ilan University • Mrs. Sarah Kadosh Historian
Mr. David BedeinCenter for Near East Policy Research • Mr. Larry Pfeffer Friend

Program Chair: Mr. Larry Pfeffer and Dr. Les Glassman • MC: Mr. Lowell Joseph Gallin
Regular Israel Center Admission Fees • Info: 054-200-1268
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The Israel Center and the Ol d C i ty  Free L oan Associ a ti on
Gemach - Free Loan Society
providing interest-free loans for people in
financial distress (living in the J'lem area).

Interviews at the Center • Bring ID
Tuesdays 10-12 and 19-20:15

SHIUR SPONSORS
Rabbi Gold's shiur (Tue Dec 19) was

sponsored by Rochelle & Moshe Rubin
in loving memory of Rochelle's Mother

Sheva Gittel b. Levi & Gerda Zwick
Lixenberg a"h

and
by Carol Stone Applebaum

in Loving memory of
Chava b. Tuvia & Anne Abrams Stone a"h

Rabbi Manning's shiur (Wed Dec 20)
sponsored in loving memory of

Simcha bat Shaul a"h

Mrs. Borow's shiur (Wed Dec 20)
sponsored by Betty & Melvin Sinowitz

in loving memory of their
granddaughter, on her 12th yahrzeit

d"r oerny mixt` za lcpiiy mixn p"rl

Rabbi Sprecher's shiur (Thu Dec 21)
sponsored by Shimshon Granek

in memory of his FATHER z"l

Mrs. Borow's shiur (Mon Dec 25)
sponsored by Dov & Elayne Greenstone

in Memory of our
Dear Mother Molly Andelman a"h

d"r dgepne ̀ p`g za dkln
on her yahrzeit, 3 Tevet

Rabbi Shor's shiur (Wed Dec 27)
sponsored in memory of

l"f iav cec x"a mdxa`

ASARA B'TEVET
LIMUD & T'FILA
sponsored by Sari Drazin

in loving memory of her father

Joe Polansky z"l
l"f dnly awri x"a xi`n sqei l`xyi

on his yahrzeit, 11 Tevet

Fast begins: 5:20am • ends: 5:13pm
See p.37 for other shiurim of the day

2:30pm
Does Halacha Ever
Permit Euthanasia

Shiur by
Rabbi Ephraim Sprecher

3:45pm
Slow-paced Mincha

followed by
Mini-Shiur by Phil

5:05pm
Maariv

Fast-breaking refreshments
Financial Resource Network

Seminar series:
Mon/Tue/Wed, Dec 25-27

The most successful Investment System &
Dealing with Risk

Living Wills - Break- through Israeli tools
recently became available

Sophisticated money management
techniques for Olim

Further info: (02) 580-7013
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CHIZUK ! IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra

with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael -
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim  

The moment has finally arrived; the
charade has finally come to an end.
Yosef is about to reveal his identity to
his brothers. Right before he does so,
however, there is one last, short, delay:
"Then Yosef could not contain himself in
the presence of all there who stood
before him and he cried 'Remove every
man before me…" (B'reishit 45:1). Once
the room is cleared and an intimate
setting has been created, Yosef is ready
to remove his mask: "And there was no
one else there with him while Yosef
made himself known unto his brothers."
Many commentators addressed the
question of Yosef's exact motivation in
sending out all those present. The
Rashbam suggested that Yosef was

focused on his own image as a leader.
Since Yosef was a public figure of great
importance, he did not want any of his
underlings to witness their leader in a
private moment of weakness as he
became overcome with emotion. 
The Ramban suggests Yosef acted out of
a socio-political motivation: Yosef knew
that he needed the good will of the
Eygptian people in order to open the
borders to his brethren. If the Egyptian
public would hear of the brothers'
nefarious act, they might claim that this
is a family of traitors who could not be
trusted and should not be permitted to
live in the land: If they could turn thus
against their very own flesh and blood,
surely they could be expected to conspire
against Pharaoh and his people at any
moment. This type of animosity could
potentially cause them to lose trust in
Yosef as well, and begin to doubt the
extent of his own loyalty towards the
Egyptian people… 
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Mazal Tov to
Barak & Sarah Schecter and family

on the Bar Mitzva of their son

A similar view can be found in the Da'at
Z'keinim of the Ba'alei Tosafot: Yosef
did not want anyone present when he
confronted his brothers, out of fear that
this would put an end to Yosef's original
plan of bringing his father and family to
live near him in Egypt.

The Ramban's view reminds me of those
who disparage Israel on foreign college
campuses, or of certain Israeli news
outlets that are prone to air our dirty
linen in public. Their reporters invariably
point fingers at supposedly "trigger
happy" Israeli soldiers, unnecessarily
endangering innocent lives, etc.
Reporters such as these should learn
from Yosef's example which leads to the
conclusion recorded in the Midrash:
"Rav Shmuel Bar Nachman said: "Yosef
acted rightly and prudently by keeping
everyone away when he met his brothers.
He knew the righteousness of his
brothers and did not want them be
suspected of shedding blood" (Midrash
Raba 93:9).

Rashi puts forth a very different
explanation: Yosef was not
concerned at all with his own
personal honor or status, nor was
he bothered by any political
fallout. Yosef's motivation in
removing everyone from the
room, was to safeguard his
brothers from a situation which
would potentially be shameful for
them. Were the story to get out
they would surely be derided for
having sold their own brother into
slavery - this thought is what was

bothering Yosef! Per Rashi, the Torah's
description of Yosef's thoughtful and
sensitive act - at a moment of great
emotional turmoil - is meant to impart an
important moral lesson: One should
always do the very utmost in order to
save another from shame or public
ridicule. As the Gemara in B'rachot (43b)
states, one should even be willing to
throw oneself into a burning furnace
rather than shame a person in public. 

The Netziv, in his Ha'emek Davar,
explains the purpose behind Yosef's
charade: The brothers had been guilty of
turning their backs on their youngest
brother as he lay in the pit. Yosef was
determined to see if they had made true
T'shuva, and therefore recreated a similar
situation. 

The brothers who had once been guilty
of turning their backs on Yosef as he lay
in the pit, now reached the autonomous
conclusion of "Asheimim Anachnu" - we
are guilty. Then, as their brother
languished in the pit they simply went
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home. Now, on take two, Yehuda is
prepared to lay his own life on the line
for his youngest brother, Binyamin. At
this point the fulfillment of the prophecy
regarding his brothers could be fulfilled. 

The Netziv explains that the whole
episode between Yosef and his brothers,
was predicated upon Yosef's attempt to
ensure that the dreams would come true.
Yosef knew that the dreams were a form
of prophecy and wanted them to unfold
at their own pace. 

Here too, there is a lesson to be learnt:
Yosef had received a prophetic dream -
he knows what the divine holds in store
for him - but at the same time he is fully
aware of the fact that the divine
unfolding of the events is dependent
upon human participation - his own
actions can either hasten the process, or

stall and hamper their materialization!

This lesson is an important one for us
today as we are blessed to live in a time
where we are witnesses and participants
in a different prophecy. As we watch the
unfolding of the divine prophecies of
Geulah, the Atchalta D'Geula, we might
be tempted to passively sit back and wait
for G-d to do it all. If and when He so
desires, He will simply load us on to the
wings of eagles and bring us home.

Yosef teaches us otherwise: A prophecy
requires human involvement. We must
always ask what we can and should do to
further things even more. Although the
answers can be fiercely debated - the
first, and most obvious, step is getting on
a plane and coming home! 

Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness, Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh
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cont. from p.15 the recently exiled
people of Israel with feelings of
optimism and hope for the future, and
a guarantee to bring them back to
their land, this message from Hashem
that follows describes the glorious
future that awaits the people after
their return. 

G-d commands the navi to take two
sticks/branches and write the name of
Yehuda, representing the Southern
Kingdom, on one stick and the name
of Yosef, synonymous with the
Northern Kingdom (Efrayim) on the
other stick. Yechezkel is then told to
bring these two sticks together as one
in his hand and then Hashem will
miraculously fuse them into one stick.
The powerful message to be taught to
the nation is precisely a message we
learn from the parsha itself. Recall
how the rapprochement of the
brothers that we read of in the outset
of the parsha came about through the
entreaties of Yehuda to Yosef. The
reunion of the two "leaders" in the
house of Yaakov, of he who suggested
the sale of his brother with him who
was sold, led to the mending of the 22
year breach in the family.

Similarly, G-d teaches the exiled
people that their return to the land, as
essential as that would be, is not
meant to be the final stage of their
redemption. After the "dry bones" are
brought back to life and returned to
their land they still had to mend the
tear that divided the nation. And it
could not be done by Hashem alone.
G-d demanded that Yechezkel take the
sticks and place them in his own hand
and put them together. Only after the
efforts to draw the sticks near to each
other would G-d perform the miracle
and combine the two. But without the

efforts of the navi no miracle would
have taken place.

The message of both the parsha and
the haftara speaks loudly to us as well.
Our return to our land was but a first
step - an essential one, but only a
beginning of our redemption. It is now
our challenge to take the different
"sticks" from all over the world and
place them in our hand. Only when we
make the effort to bring the disparate
parts of our nation together (physically
and literally) will Hashem perform the
miracle and make us truly one.

The House of Yaakov could not become
the Nation of Israel until Yehuda and
Yosef agreed that they were part of
whole.  

The same is true of us today.

Probing the Prophets, weekly insights into the
Haftara, is written by Rabbi Nachman (Neil) Winkler,
author of Bringing the Prophets to Life (Gefen Publ.)
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VOLUNTEER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Liasons to US Congress, Canadian

Parliament, British Parliament,
European Parliament, German

Bundestag, Swedish Parliament.
Monitors of: NYTimes, LA Times,

Wash Post, Reuters, AP
dbedein@IsraelBehindTheNews.com

Apartment Management
also vacation rentals Since 1978

ITZHAK KOTLER
(02) 586-1554 052-286-3877

See us at www.jerusalem-management.com

Be yourself -
Everyone else

is already taken
- Oscar Wilde
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NCSY's  Honor Society
Annual Israel Dessert Reception

at the OU Israel Center
Sunday, February 18th, '18

8:00pm
Honoring our 2018 Israel Awardees

Dvorah & Ben Gasner
See T 1254 for details

or call Ita Rochel (02) 560-9125

§J §a®¥I©e ei¦g ῭ Îo ¦n«̈i§p ¦a i ¬¥x`§E©vÎl©r lŸ²R¦I©e
:ei «̈x`Ë©vÎl©r d̈kÄ o ½¦nï§p ¦̧aE

B'reishit 45:14 tells us that Yoef and
Binyamin embraced (or hugged) and
cried on each other's neck (we would

say in Eglish, shoulders). M'forshim say
that they cried for each other's loss -
Mishkan Shilo (in Yosef's porion) and
the two Batei Mikdash (in Binyamin's
portion) that would be destroyed in
the future. And even though those
events are sad indeed, they at least

had each other to commiserate with.

Far better than the lonely feeling that
Moshe Rabeinu had when he said:

m¤k £̀ «©V «©nE m¬¤k£g §xḧ i ®¦C©a §l `̈V¤̀ d¬̈ki ¥̀
:m«¤k§ai «¦x§e

D'varim 1:12 conveys that devastating
lonely (and alone) feeling.

These two p'sukim are Gimatriya Twins
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